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Avó Ghandy, a dear colleague has passed away
A beloved colleague has been called to God. Maria Julia Gandhy. She
came frequent to the Foundation and on her initiative we organized many
aid shipments to her home country, Mozambique. She died at 81, and
despite of her wavering health, she constantly helped others, until the end.
She was a woman who worked with God. We were many who missed her
and walked with her to the funeral, celebrated in a crystal clear assurance
of the morning of resurrection.

Here is a school class with wonderful Christmas
gifts for the poor in Portugal.

A Father gives up
An alcoholic in despair handles over his son who can’t take care of him
any longer, as he constantly has to
search for the child’s mum, caught up
in the same addiction.

Stronger than hatred

We from the Foundation want to wish you a Merry Christmas. Thank you
for helping us give A Hope in the Dark. We want to continue hoping for
others even in 2006, for a simple act of unselfish love can transform the
totally hopeless one.
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- What you have done to one
of these little ones,
you have done to me.
Jesus

I read a book, or rather, I devoured a book entitled, “Stronger than hatred”.
It could have been just a book about a horrible fate, but on the contrary, a
book that is proclaiming HOPE. It is a true story about a boy who is
abandoned by his mum at a young age, mistreated by his alcoholic father
and who later goes into institutions and different foster homes. Little by
little he is drawn into a criminal life and a destructive life style. With his
wounded, broken soul and his ardent hate, he is walking around like a
ticking bomb, exploding at regular intervals.
continued inside

Dear friends,
Dec 2005
The narrow road or the large road; the light or the
darkness… What do I choose?
I know what I don’t want to use my short life for.
If I then decide to stop repressing my longing for the
divine and to find the way to come to the narrow road,
the light of God’s Word, where then do I find the
strength?
God does not cease to exist because He is denied.
God does not stop leading the universe just because
people do not believe. The fight within me about good or
bad rages on until I decide to turn to God for help.
The secret – the strength – is not so far away. The
entrance door into the narrow road is Jesus. He is the
stumbling block for some, the solid rock for others.
When Jesus talks about himself as the narrow road he
says in essence the following; Don’t look for shortcuts
to God. The market is flooded with surefire, easygoing
formulas for a successful life that can be practiced in
your spare time. Don’t fall for that stuff, even though
crowds of people do. The way to life - to God! - is
vigorous and requires total attention. (Mat. 7 13-14,
from the bible THE MESSAGE REMIX.)
The Holy One, God himself, came to us through Jesus.
The key to the door in to the road is to pray;
“Thank you Jesus for what you have done for me, that you
took my guilt and gave me life”. This simple prayer can
be even more simplified, with an open heart say;
“Jesus!” And the light is on! The road is open.
Let Christmas 2005 become the beginning of a life
decision and lifelong yes to Jesus.

At Christmas the family is together again.
Eskil no longer travel due to weak health.
Mikael just returned from half a year at a
church in Singapore and Daniel’s is
working in South and Central America.
Samuel is in Sweden right now and it’s
there we are going to celebrate Christmas
this year.
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Stronger than hatred
...continued from the cover.
His change comes when he meets disabled people in a Christian
community who slowly succeed to convey goodness, love, forgiveness
and hope into his life. Slowly, slowly the transformation and
restitution of his hurt interior starts, through a long journey on the road
of forgiveness and
reconciliation.
Those who we try to
help trough the
Foundation have often
a history similar to Tim
Guénard in this book
(even though his destiny
can appear extremely
cruel). Some weeks ago
I was in central Lisbon, walking around in the neighborhood where
drugs flourish openly. People are sitting in groups, injecting themselves
openly on the streets and others are lying almost unconscious, gripping
an empty bottle. Prostitutes are standing along the walls of the houses
in broad daylight, waiting for customers. One woman pulled up her
slacks and showed us, weeping, her legs full of bleeding wounds. She
had lived a long time with HIV and was immensely afraid of death.
When we went into these parts of the town, somebody said to us:
“Welcome to hell”.
The anguish and misery of these people squeezed my heart deeply as I
walked on these streets. Their hopelessness is so brutally evident. And
yet God’s presence is so real and tangible in such places, one can feel
his heart bleeding for his beloved children who suffer so badly.
by Magdalena Olsson
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